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Put the power of Reason 2.5 to work for you as you produce  amazing music. "Reason 2.5 Power!" shows you the ins and outs of this popular  program as you work your way through several in-depth tutorials designed to  teach you how to use Reason 2.5 to its fullest potential. With this book, you'll  dive right in and learn to use Reason to program loops and synths. You'll get  detailed tours of the individual Reason devices, including the Mixer, the  Subtractor and Malström synthesizers, the Matrix Pattern Sequencer, the Dr:rex  Loop Player, the Redrum Drum Computer, and many more. By the time you're  finished, you'll be ready to synchronize Reason with other devices, use  automation, and mix and publish your creations to CD or the Web. Unleash the  power of Reason 2.5! 

Features  

	
    In-depth explanation of Reason's functionalities provides  readers with a complete understanding of the software 

    
	
    Covers Mac OSX and Windows versions of Reason 

    
	
    Create songs from start to finish in Reason, the most complete  music production software of its kind

    


Reason 2.5 Power! is dedicated  to teaching you the ins and outs of one of today's most popular music production  applications. Since its initial release in 2000, Reason has sold countless  numbers of copies worldwide and has been used on several professional recordings  while also gaining considerable popularity with the hobbyist musician community.  This book is a perfect companion for any user of this fantastic program. Not  only will you learn all there is to know about Reason, but you will also find  several insightful and in-depth tutorials to teach you how to use this program  to its fullest potential.
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Inside Microsoft SharePoint 2013 (Developer Reference)Microsoft Press, 2013

	Build custom SharePoint solutions with architectural insights from the experts.


	Take a deep dive into SharePoint 2013, and master the intricacies for designing and implementing robust apps and other business solutions for your organization. Led by an author team with in-depth knowledge of SharePoint architecture,...
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Fundamentals of Digital Logic with VHDL Design with CD-ROMMcGraw-Hill, 2004

	Fundamentals of Digital Logic With VHDL Design teaches the basic design techniques for logic circuits. It emphasizes the synthesis of circuits and explains how circuits are implemented in real chips. Fundamental concepts are illustrated by using small examples, which are easy to understand. Then, a modular approach is used to show how...
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Java How to Program (4th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2001
Welcome to Java How to Program, Fourth Edition and the exciting world of programming with the Java™ 2 Platform, Standard Edition. This book is by an old guy and a young guy. The old guy (HMD; Massachusetts Institute of Technology 1967) has been programming and/or teaching programming for 40 years. The young guy (PJD; MIT 1991) has been...
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Professional Search Engine Optimization with PHP: A Developer's Guide to SEOWrox Press, 2007
Professional Search Engine Optimization with PHP
    

    Search engine optimization (SEO) is not only the job of the marketing department. It must be considered from a web site's inception and throughout its lifetime by you, the web site developer. Making changes to the architecture of a web site and modifying presentation techniques...
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The Meditator's Handbook: A Comprehensive Guide to Eastern and Western Meditation TechniquesThorsons, 2002

	A clear and authoritative introduction to the different traditions of meditation by an authority in the field. Meditation is an extraordinarily powerful tool for physical and mental relaxation as well as for personal and spiritual growth. It has been practiced for thousands of years and today it continues to have serious relevance for an...
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MySQL to DB2 Conversion GuideVervante, 2009

	
		Switching database vendors is often considered an exhausting challenge for database administrators and developers. Complexity, total cost, and the risk of downtime are often the reasons that restrain IT decision makers from starting the migration project. The primary goal of this book is to show that, with the proper planning and...
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